
Mania Manifest
Trigger Warning: The following piece is not intended for children. It makes

mention of mental illness, mania, and related topics. Please read carefully

I don’t speak for everyone with mental illness, and I don’t speak for everyone whose

mental illness involves mania as a symptom. I can only speak to my personal experience.

Describing a manic episode to someone else is hard. The nature of mania is unusual in that it's

terrifyingly, in some way, thrilling, at least in the midst of it all. It’s the feeling that you could do

anything, that you are completely unstoppable and every thought in your head is the best idea

you’ve ever had. It’s a consumptive self-intoxication fueling you further and further on, until the

next obsessive hyper-fixation engulfs you, and you absently realize you’ve spent twenty five of

the last thirty nights in the basement woodworking, and your skin is blooming with bruises from

five different shelves you’ve put up over the last two weeks, and you just got back from buying a

brand new sander, and that was your fourth trip to the hardware store since you started your

most recent project, and you already drew up crude schematics for your next three in one of

those fat little notebooks you can get anywhere, and you got it...I don’t remember because I’ve

been out a few times lately, and I think I bought notebooks on two different trips, and I’m not

sure if I got the little guy on the first trip or the second, but I really like writing in those, and I

should definitely go back tomorrow and pick up another one because I already had another idea

for a shelving unit but on wheels, and that might actually be even cooler than the one I’m

already working on, and I have to go back anyway to pick up the wood burner I ordered. The

facets of mania flow and ebb and weave together into one tumultuous bender of the self, for a

week or a month or maybe two or however long, and passions scream through your life like

wildfire and consume you as you consume yourself until everything is expended and wholly

spent, and the gravity of a thousand dollars on lumber crashes into you like a wave made of

bricks, and suddenly everything is all too real again. I don’t want to glorify mental illness in any

way or give anyone the idea that a manic episode is in any way a good thing because it’s

thrilling until it suddenly isn’t anymore, and the needle flips wildly the other way, and depression

blackens your world like ash.

Untethered mania is like having access to a closet of superpowers you can pick out and

try on like outfits, a sensation that anything you can dream of doing is within your reach, and all

you have to do is put on the right uniform. Anything holding you back before is gone, and every

idea that floats through your mind needs to be acted on, every thought you have is a million



dollar idea, and you just have to put them into practice. Any hesitations about feasibility, cost,

practicality, or preparedness are gone, like they were never even there. Concerns, no matter

how valid, are completely thrown out, no pesky self-doubt or impediments to success, just

complete and utter belief in my own power and abilities to accomplish the task at hand. The

stack of empty frames at the foot of my bed, that I ordered ten of on accident, having sat

untouched for two or so months, I’ll get those filled with art and photos and up on the wall in

under an hour. The collection of unopened envelopes, a mix of junk mail, bills, medical

paperwork, and who knows what else, a constant source of anxiety, rising in tandem with the

height of the stack, I’ll open, sort, file, and appropriately dispose of that in thirty minutes or less.

It’s not just the mundane accumulations of anxiety and depression I can handle with ease, but

those sorts of tasks manage to assert priority over things like a sudden and intense passion for

woodworking, a complete and unswerving belief that I will be the next Air Guitar World

Champion, or an unshakable determination to surprise a friend for his birthday, despite that

friend living sixteen hours away, and the fact that his birthday is tomorrow (I ended up making it

in time). Whatever brilliant notion catches my fancy becomes consuming, and that notion turns

from a whim into a driving force, a blinding rage of passion and desire, burning like jet fuel in my

veins, propelling me easily forward, utterly obliterating petty obstacles like sleep and lack of

money. Outrageously drunk on my own abilities, consumed with myself and whatever flight of

fancy I’ve turned into driving purpose of being, sleep isn’t worth my time, and the hundreds of

dollars I’ve poured into my new passion is simply an investment, a wager placed on myself. It’ll

pay off when I become the next Air Guitar World Champion, or when I win a Pulitzer for my

writing, or when I become a senator, found my empire of businesses, make a million dollars

trading stocks, build a trebuchet in my backyard, get invited to appear on a national talk show,

become a star actor overnight, or whatever miraculous endpoint I’ve set my sights on, the

eventual culmination of the story I’ve already written for myself. In the moment, that things might

end otherwise, that I might have trouble squaring my corners building a basic shelf, that I might

have trouble finding clients as a new freelancer, that I might hit a depressive slump and never

even decide which song is bound to vault me to Air Guitar glory, is unthinkable. Any setback is

temporary, any impediment surmountable, miniscule probabilities of success an afterthought, it’s

my own personal manifest destiny, and destiny is what I make it; the crash doesn’t come until

later.

Mania thirsts for interaction, for attention, parties, bars, concerts, aches for the

opportunity to erupt burning into action, to draw others in, to hold them rapt, and mania whispers

how easy it would be, how clever I could be, how funny, and it all seems so simple. I feel so



powerful, so unfailingly charismatic, the life of the party, always ready with a joke or a story,

never missing a beat. The perfect thing to say falls out of my mouth line after line, beamed into

my brain ready-made, like every perfect comeback you’ve ever thought of in the shower six

hours later simply zipped back through time to arrive at just the right moment to be delivered in

real-time. It’s like having your own team of writers working at the speed of thought, feeding you

perfectly written dialogue, so convincing, so hilarious, so suave, somber, intriguing, interesting,

enlightening, anything the situation demands is on the tip of your tongue in an instant. The

unfailing, perpetual confidence is surreal, like a self-indulgent daydream on steroids, a lived

fantasy, and you’re the hero of the story. A filter is turned off, and words simply spill out,

completely bypassing any conscious examination, spoken aloud before I even know what I’m

saying, almost as much a surprise to me as to the listener. And they’re just the right words,

beautiful words, charming words, flattering, amusing, intelligent, intriguing, entrancing words,

the right words at exactly the right time, and doors open before you, and people invite you into

their homes, and new friends are found and phone numbers exchanged, and you can always

find someone to go home with, and you find yourself in the strangest places, and you’re never

precisely sure exactly what you said that got you there, but whatever you said was brilliant.

Complete and total confidence oozes from me like a cologne, and its sensation is utterly

addictive, the power to captivate others, to talk your way into places you didn’t know existed, to

meet unique and fascinating people, have real life adventures, the kinds of incredible

experiences the audience only half-believes in the retelling. I have a larger than average

collection of, almost literally, unbelievable stories, and I wonder how many somehow owe their

existence to my mental illness, and is having those stories worth also having two stories about

being threatened with a gun?

My collection of stories is part of a much larger collection of mania souvenirs, an

accumulation of items, both purchased and created, amassed over years of manic episodes.

Putting on the right uniform isn’t enough, you need the right tools for the job, for whatever next

passion I’ve discovered, destiny can’t be fulfilled without the proper equipment. A voice actor

needs to have a decent microphone, a stock trader needs start-up capital, an air guitar

champion a good camera to film, a writer a laptop, a twitch streamer a high end PC, a carpenter

their tools, all part of the collection. Woodworking was a fun one, I got a few only slightly wobbly

shelves around the house, and I use my drill all the time. Money is just more fuel for the

passion, another resource to draw on, a powerful wind added to the furious maelstrom of manic

energy. Maybe it starts with a couple boards for a specific project, but I need a tool for that

project, and I’ve thought of another thing I’d like to make since my first visit to the store, so I



might as well pick up materials for that, and this sander is on sale, and I was really not looking

forward to sanding this by hand, and I’ll need to get more sandpaper because the hand sheets

don’t work with the sander, and that actually gives me another idea for a project, so I could get a

couple things for that while I’m here, and I’ll come back later this week for anything else, but I’ll

walk down the aisles slowly, so I don’t miss anything I might need. One thing turns into ten, a

hundred dollars turns into a thousand, gone before I realize I spent it. It doesn’t make any

sense, but it wouldn’t be a mental illness if it did.

Mental illness shouldn’t be glorified, and I want to make it clear that I’ve put myself at

serious risk of injury or death with some of the things I’ve done while deep into mania; mania is

unquestionably a net loss, and whatever allure it might hold is massively outweighed its

negative impacts. The manic obsession consumes and overwhelms everything else, and sleep

is forgotten, but so is wearing a condom, refusing drugs from a stranger, saving money for rent,

or any other number of forgotten responsibilities and obligations, paltry concerns distracting

from my obvious destiny. Much of its impact, like mania itself, is invisible, unnoticed by others or,

when it is noticed, mistakenly ascribed to other causes, simple irresponsibility, poor money

management skills, bad decision making, or any number of other character flaws.

Responsibilities seem to grow with you, maturing into their adult form as we do, blossoming and

fruiting and multiplying as we age, and the impacts of neglecting them multiply exponentially. As

more and more of my bills come addressed to me, instead of my parents, as I assume greater

responsibility, and I expand the boundaries and scope of my purview, becoming a father, signing

a lease, putting the energy bill in my name, graduating, accepting full time employment, owning

a car, seriously dating someone; as my onus expands in scope, so do the consequences of

neglect. Insidiously, as seems appropriate to mania, as more of life’s burdens become mine to

bear, the repercussions of shrugging them off become easier to hide from others, and the

crushing wave of guilt and failure, the feelings of abject hopelessness and despair, the sickening

and paralyzing depression that inevitably follows a binge of mania, becomes deeper, wider, and

more shameful. Physical and financial health are the most easily identified victims of mania’s

reign of terror, quantifiable outcomes and consequences suffered, but most of the suffering is

done in silence, internally, mental self-flagellation, each insecurity, mistake, foolish decision, and

dangerous choice picked apart piece by piece, dissected and examined in full by the person

most intimately acquainted with all my flaws - me. Mania is terrifying to behold, to conceive, to

witness, and, most especially, to experience, to abandon normalcy and restraint, Id run amok,

consequences be damned. Mania is an exhaustive, unsustainable, other-worldly pattern of

thoughts and actions, and it comes screaming in full force, unbidden and unannounced,



uncaring and unconcerned, unbridaled and uninvited, an unstoppable force, inertia in human

form, a vicious and destructive might beneath a thin gloss of hedonistic self-indulgence, fully

prepared to lay waste to all within reach, a personalized natural disaster, like a half-forgotten

fever dream, now dormant but not diminished or defeated, never far away, ever-ready to

assume control.


